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Context: 
The space economy 
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The space economy is large and growing … 

The global space economy is valued at US$ 256 billion1 to US$ 314 billion2 
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and is growing at an average of over 7% p.a. (CAGR) since 2005 

1 OECD (2014) The Space Economy at a Glance 2014 
2 Space Foundation (2014) The Space Report 2014 

Source: Analysis of The Space Report 2013, 2014 



A growing dominance of the private sector … 

Commercial space revenues account for just over ¾ of the space economy (2013) 

growing at 5.8%, whilst government spending declined by 1.7%, from 2012 
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Commercial space infrastructure includes satellite manufacturing, launch services, space stations, ground stations, and associated equipment.     
Commercial space products and services includes revenues from satellite broadcasting (television and radio), communications, and Earth observation. 



Established space companies are performing well  

Stocks of space companies listed on US exchanges gained 34% - 48% in 2013,  
which compares favourably to the S&P 500 (30%) and NASDAQ (38%) 

Indices of space stocks listed on U.S. exchanges vs. leading market indices, 2013 

Source: Space Foundation (2014) The Space Report 2014
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UK: a growing industry with ambitious growth 
strategy 

UK space industry valued at £11.3 bln (US$14.6 bln) in FY 2012/13,  
plus space-enabled revenues conservatively estimated at £1.5 bln (US$1.9 bln)3 
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3 London Economics (2014) The Size and Health of the UK Space Industry 2014, Report for the UK Space Agency, Executive Summary available here. 

Recommendations and actions: 

• ACTION 4.2: UK Space Agency with HM Treasury should develop a repayable investment funding 
mechanism similar in principle to the civil aviation “repayable launch investment” scheme that can 
provide support for innovative platform, payload, services and/or applications. 

• RECOMMENDATION 5: Stimulate a vibrant regional space SME sector by improving the supply of 
finance, business support, information, skills and industry support. 

• ACTION 5.2: Satellite Applications Catapult to provide a comprehensive package of measures to 
support the growth of SMEs in the Space sector, with a single point of access, comprising 
improved access to finance, business management tools, skills training, and mentoring. It will 
promote these activities in regular regional road shows. 

• ACTION 5.5: UK Space Agency and Satellite Applications Catapult to work with Northern Ireland, 
Scotland, Wales, Local Economic Partnerships and Councils to develop regional growth plans for 
Space and secure non-Space funding for new projects, centres-of-excellence and business 
incubation centres across the UK. 

The Space Innovation & Growth 2014-2030, Space Growth Action Plan objectives: 

• Total UK space revenues:  £9.1 bln in 2010 £19 bln by 2020 £40 bln by 2030 
• % of global space economy:    6.5%      8%     10% 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/362050/size-and-health-of-the-uk-space-industry-2014.pdf


Commercial opportunities in 
‘NewSpace’ 
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“There are twenty-trillion-dollar checks up there, waiting to be cashed!” 
Peter Diamandis* 

* Founder and chairman of the X PRIZE Foundation; co-founder and chairman of Singularity University; co-founder of the Zero-Gravity Corporation; co-
founder and vice chairman of Space Adventures Ltd.; founder and chairman of the Rocket Racing League; co-founder of the International Space 
University; co-founder of Planetary Resources; founder of Students for the Exploration and Development of Space; and vice-chairman & co-founder of 
Human Longevity, Inc. 
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What is ‘NewSpace’? 
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‘NewSpace’ is a term coined to refer to a nascent, but rapidly growing, global 
community of entrepreneurs, private companies and organisations active in the 
space economy, possessing a number of the following characteristics: 
 
 Reliance on private finance (sometimes supported by government contracts) 

 Low cost approach to yield a competitive price 

 Clean sheet design and innovation driven technological development 
approaches differ significantly from mainstream space industry 

 Incremental development funded by commercialising limited capability models 

 Target commercial markets - clients, high net worth individuals and mass 
market consumers 

 Lucrative payoff potential from demand volume and economies of scale 

 Aim to increase human presence in space an original feature, since widened 

 
Sources consulted: 
Space Frontier Foundation http://spacefrontier.org/what-is-newspace/  
Lindsey, Clark S. "Defining NewSpace". Hobby Space. Retrieved 2009-10-18.HobbySpace:http://www.hobbyspace.com/NewSpace/index.html#Define  

http://spacefrontier.org/what-is-newspace/
http://spacefrontier.org/what-is-newspace/
http://spacefrontier.org/what-is-newspace/
http://spacefrontier.org/what-is-newspace/
http://spacefrontier.org/what-is-newspace/
http://www.hobbyspace.com/NewSpace/index.html


What does NewSpace cover? 

Low-cost access to space is a key enabler 
and catalyst for NewSpace 
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Example: 
Development of reusable launch technology 
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Image: Reaction Engines Ltd. (no endorsement inferred) 



SKYLON is a fully reusable single-stage-to-orbit 
launch system enabled by a uniquely innovative 
Synergetic Air-Breathing Rocket Engine (SABRE) under 
active development by Reaction Engines Ltd. 
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Applications 

Images: Reaction Engines Ltd. (no endorsement inferred) 



The SKYLON reusable spaceplane 

Technically viable:                            "...the SKYLON vehicle can be realised given today's current 
technology and successful engine development.“  

European Space Agency Report, 2011; feasibility revalidated in 2014 

 
Benchmark launch prices: 
 
 
 
 
 
Using an ‘airline’ business model, with full development costs repaid and commercial 
operation, under a range of launch market and funding scenarios: 
 
 
 

 
… a potential ‘game-changer’ for economics of space access 
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London Economics (2014) “Feasibility Study of the Business Plan for a SKYLON-based European Launch Service Operator”, a confidential report for ESA, but main 
findings published in: Hempsell, M., Aprea, J., Gallagher, B. and Sadlier, G. (forthcoming) “A Business Analysis of a SKYLON-based European Launch Service 
Operator” (already presented at IAC 2014 in Toronto IAC-14.E6.3.8).  

Ariane 6 
€70m (target) 

per launch 

Falcon 9 
€49m 

 per launch 

SKYLON 
€16.2m - €37.5m per launch 



What is constraining NewSpace entrepreneurs? 
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CAPITAL  
 

“No bucks… no Buck Rogers” 
Tom Wolfe, The Right Stuff, 1983 



The finance gap for NewSpace 
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Credit: flickr/soroll 



Drivers of new space tech finance gap 

Facets of investment in new space technology            Obstacles 
 

•‘Space is hard’ - technical success is uncertain 

•Market is uncertain 

•Market perception of risk may be higher than reality High-risk 

•Doesn’t fit within existing frameworks 

•Little or no track record 

•Lack of knowledge / experience Disruptive 

• Development of new space technology takes many years, and 
even decades 

• Extensive and costly testing is required 

• But there exists appetite to invest correctly priced long-term risk 
capital 

Long-term 
horizon 

• Millions, and potentially billions, of investment required 

• Trickle funding for incremental development is possible 

• Investment resources of sufficient scale exist 
Quantum 
required 

Knowledge to 
invest 

Appetite to invest 

Capacity to invest 
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A possible way forward … 
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… to address obstacles 

Obstacles 
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Centre of Excellence 
in Space finance 
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What could this Centre provide? 
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Centre of Excellence 
in Space finance 

Better assess risk associated with investment decisions in  
development-stage space technology; 

International scope and recognition; 

Coordinate and consolidate multi-disciplinary expertise; 

Develop best practice evaluation techniques 

Build knowledge database 

Dissemination and education 

Application of knowledge 

Critique 

Learn and feedback 

… 

Explore investment  approaches to mutualise risk and 
stimulate capital inflow to the NewSpace industry 



London: A candidate host 
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London’s merits 

•    Strong long-term policy 
support for Finance and 
Space industries 

• Extensive business support 
system for entrepreneurs 

•A global leader in 
insurance of satellites (e.g. 
ASIC) 

•Expertise in space law 

•IPOs 

 

•Growing UK space industry, 
covering upstream, 
downstream and value-
added applications 

•UK spaceport 2018 

•London rivals New York as 
the most important global 
financial centre 

•International networks, 
spanning the globe, and 
global time zones 

•Financial innovation 

•Talent 

International 
Financial 

centre 

Growing 
space 

industry 

Supportive 
policy 

environment 

Space 
finance 
heritage 
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LONDON 
UK 



Parallel: London as an Islamic finance hub 
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Next steps … mobilise stakeholders 
Logo inclusion does not indicate endorsement 

Champion 
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But who? 



 
Thank you. 
 
Q&A … 
 

Greg Sadlier  
Associate Director, London Economics 
+44 (0)20 3701 7707 
gsadlier@londoneconomics.co.uk  
londoneconomics.co.uk/aerospace 
     @LE_Aerospace  
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